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INTRODUCTION

Spyder, the world’s largest
specialty snowsports brand,
used Lexer to gain an
unprecedented view

LEXER HELPED...
Increase their database
by 85% and grow
campaign revenue by

94%

of their best customers.
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INTRODUCTION

The Lexer Customer Data Platform
revealed 20% of Spyder customers
make up a massive 81% of total
revenue, and, with Lexer Identify,
they segmented these high-value
customers into three clear personas.

Using Lexer Activate, Spyder targeted
lookalikes of each persona with tailored
sweepstake offers on Facebook to grow
their database with quality prospects.
This cost-effective approach to prospect
acquisition saw their email list grow by 85%
and revenue from subsequent campaigns
increase by 94%.
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IDENTIFYING HIGH-VALUE CUSTOMERS

IDENTIFYING HIGH-VALUE
CUSTOMERS WITH A
SINGLE CUSTOMER VIEW
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Using Lexer, Spyder unified e-commerce
transactions with email engagement and
product category data to provide rich insight
into past purchases, lifetime value and product
preference for every single customer.
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IDENTIFYING HIGH-VALUE CUSTOMERS

THE RESULT?
An unprecedented view of customer
value distribution that led to a
compelling insight: The top 5% of
their customers account for 67%
of all revenue, and the top 20%
contribute 81%.

20%

OF CUSTOMERS
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81%

OF TOTAL REVENUE
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IDENTIFYING HIGH-VALUE CUSTOMERS

we had a very loyal group of
customers who had a material
impact on our bottom line.

‘

To grow revenue, we
needed to focus on
retaining them and
acquiring new customers
with similar qualities.

‘

It became clear that...

Nick Adcock, CEO, Spyder
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FAMILIES, LOYALISTS AND CITY SLICKERS

FAMILIES
Parents who frequently purchase
children’s wear.
With a 241% higher lifetime value than the
average customer, Spyder uncovered a huge

FAMILIES, LOYALISTS
AND CITY SLICKERS
ARE SPYDER’S BEST
CUSTOMERS

opportunity to target this segment with a
loyalty play, particularly as kids grow quickly!

BRAND LOYALISTS
Frequent buyers of mid to low-value items
likely to live close to popular ski destinations.
With a 3X higher lifetime value than the
average customer, brand loyalists are great

With Lexer Identify, Spyder found

candidates for up-sell campaigns.

high-value customers fall into
three unique segments.
AFFLUENT OFF-MOUNTAIN
One-off purchasers of premium jackets
living in the major cities.
Winning them back with a tailored offer
in time for the next season is crucial.
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SEGMENTED TARGETING GREW DATABASE

SEGMENTED TARGETING
GREW DATABASE BY 85%
are makes it so much easier to find
more of them.
Spyder launched a series of
sweepstakes campaigns on
Facebook targeting lookalikes
of these personas to grow their
prospect database.
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‘

Matching the offer to the
persona yielded very low
CPAs, enabling us to grow
our database by 85%.

‘

Knowing who your best customers

Nick Adcock
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SEGMENTED TARGETING GREW DATABASE

Each segment received a tailored
competition offer inviting them to fill in
their details to go into the draw to win.

And many, many did!
The success of the campaigns slashed the cost
of acquiring new prospects and saw Spyder’s
database grow by 85%.
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RICH PROSPECT BASE

RICH PROSPECT BASE
INCREASES EMAIL
REVENUE BY 94%
A rich database of qualified, opted
in leads has levelled up Spyder’s
email marketing strategy.
Today, content-focused EDMs
generate 52% more revenue and
promotional messages see a
staggering 94% uplift per campaign.
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SPYDER'S BEST CUSTOMERS

Knowing what their best customers look like
also means it’s easier for Spyder to find more of
them, with a rich database of qualified, opted in

SPYDER FOUND THEIR
BEST CUSTOMERS

leads opening a world of opportunity for future
marketing initiatives.

An unprecedented view of customer value
distribution gave Spyder a unique insight
into who their best customers are and
what it takes to grow their business.
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Lexer makes data simple, so data rockstars
like Spyder can deliver amazing customer
experiences and showstopping ROI.
Our Customer Data Platform brings
data together to help you find high-value

GROW YOUR
DATABASE AND
REVENUE TODAY!
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customers, create customer personas and
cost-effectively acquire more of them.
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SPYDER CDP CASE STUDY
Find out more about CDPs and
how they fit into the martech
mix with Navigating Martech:
The Complete Guide.

lexer.io

